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A. A laser Scanning spacebome operating at altitude 2500 m with speed 75 m/sec, the pulse

duration of the scanning system is l0 ns and the peak power is 15 kw' which emits its

pulses with a pulse repetition rate of 83 kHz. and the very high scan rate of630 Hz at the

wavelength (1,) of 1540 nm. Ifyou kno\\ the sccn rngle is.i0'. ctrmpute the following: l)
The minimum resolvable distance between targets 2) Maximum slant range. 3) Swath

\\'idth. 4) Point spacing in both direction, if you knou the scan rate up to 50,000 point/

line. 5) Point density. 6) Overlapping factor, ifyou the flight line separation is 400 m.

Solution:
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B, LiDAR CW signals using a I GHz rangjng signal, which corresponds to a wavelength )_ of
30 cm, and assuming a phase rcsolution of 0.4., calculate the range resolution? And the

unambiguous range?

(30 cln xY) x (0.4'x-r-il
+ Xrt = 0.166m = 0.2 mm^R= 

I
41t

- 7 300 mm
Ku^amb= 1= Z --150m^

C. Summarize and skctch draw for'fopographic LiDAII systems consist?

Solution:

The Topographic LiDAR systems uscd to execute the survey activittes, because a

valid surveying result is impossible if a LiDAR is used as an isolated device.

A surveying result means geocoded laser measurements. figure 2.1 shows that

LiDAR systems consist ofan airbome and ground segment.

The airbome segment includes:

1) Airbome platlbrm

2) LiDAR

3) Posirion and o entation sysrem (pOS)
'I_he ground segmcnt is conrprised ol'

l) GIobal positioning system (GpS) reference stations

2) Processing hard*are and soiiuare fbr synchronization and regist.ation which is

carried out off-line
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Qf) [20 marks]

A Laser Scanning Airbome flying at attitude 2500 m : if you know the XyZ geocentric
coordinates for LjDAR data system through pos unit is x=g20,600.00 m,
Y:-5,800,750.656, Z:3,140,700.300 m The Longirude of the local origin ,lo =
85 " 45' 0 

" West and the Laritude of the local venical origin @6 = 28.46, 1.0 North
Use ellipsoid parameter for cR580 [a=6,378,137m, f:1/298.257222 t 0088]
l. Convert LiDAR data geocentric coordjnates to local vertical c oordinates Xr,y1and. 21 1
2. Convert back to the original geocenrnc coordinates?

Solution:

t.

e2=fQ-f)= a2-b2
= 0.006694380023

a2

r = (N { h) cos @ cos 1 = 811795.778 m
y= (N + h) cos O sin 7= -5482377.4I3m
z = lN (7 - e2) + hlsinO = 3146343.779 m

[",] lmn mLz mrJl[x - x,]
lY | = lrn2t m2, m23lly - yol
Lztl Lmtt mtz mrlLz _ zol

6383400.249 m

Direct detection laser reccivers, heterodyne receivers, Airbome
Registration

| 0.98922979728 0.14637079003 o I
M =l-0.07263160t671 O.4eOB72tS134 0.868lcBB1449l

L 0.12707a9463A _0.85884813725 0.4962 r 6503b81

[1-*.1 | Br5slq.el2 _Bln9s.778 ] | 4226.003 1

V-- l"l = l-s482723.662 - t_s48237 t.4B 1l - I_ r 
"oz.zes 

Itz-.0.t L 3144707.27q - 3t46343.77s i I rs.szb I

3, Convert back to the original geocentric coordinates

[Xl= ,,',lill. [i:lLzl L'L) Lz"l

lxl - 1422b.003 I [ 8l lLes.77B I J Blssle.qr2 |

lv | = [ M | ] l- | s07.7Bs | + 
| -s4 8237 1.4 Bl = | 

_ s 4 Bz7 23.662iiLzr L 39.97b | | 3146343.779 | | z\qtOl.zts ]
QQ f30 marksl (Answer Two items Only)

A, Define the following terms:
u 5 nlarks l

Laser Profilers,

| - e2 sin2 Q



Dircct delectioh laser rcceivers: ate conved the echo directly into a voltage or curenr usrng
PIN (Positive, Intrinsic, Negative) or ApD (Avalanche photodiodes).
Heterodlhe recei,ers.. down-convert the received signal to a lower frequency by mixing
with the output of a stable local oscillator. The signal can then be amplified and liltered to
enhance the detection process.

Airbofne Laset Pfttilefi: The first lasers had been constructed and demonstrated, they
began to be used for rangeftnding purposes_

This device could measure flying heights of 1000 ft. (J00 m) above g.ound level (AcL) to an
accuracy of 5 ft. ( I .5 m). shortly after that, the first airbome laser profi ler uas introduced for
use in commercial topographic mapping operitions.

The rangefinder part of the system was based on a helium_neon gas laser operarrng as a
continuous wave (CW) device at the wavelength 01. 612.g nm. The output signal was
modulated using a KDp crystal that allowed the radiation to be emitted simultancousty at

three different frequencies 1,5, and 25 MHz

In each case, the return signals reflected from the ground were received and compared with
the transmitted reference signal to determlne the respcctive phase differenccs, so determining
the actual range.

Regislration: The registration process is best mathematically described by thc simplc vector

approach already d =a+ I d is the vector f'rom the earth center to the ground pomt
where: t vector from the earlh center to the LiDAR.s point of origin .i slant ranging
veclor

B. Compute the tenestrial laser ranger, dilferent in the height and resolution ol a single
mcasured range, if the measuement of the terrain profile is executed in a series of steps

with the successive measured distances (slant ranges) and vertical angles equal
9"00 00 'while 

the value ofthc horizontal distance is 750 m; ifyou kno$ the timing ofthe
pulse is equal to 3 ps (picoseconds).

D=Rcosf
i I 5 rrarksj

750 m
759.3488 m

AH=Rsinf
LH = 75934A8 x sin 9'00'00" = 118.788 m
f: PRF=l/r = l/(3 " t0 rr) 

sec.

C= 300,000,000 m/sec

cos y



C = 1* f+ Resolution ofa single measured range (l):300,000,000 m/secxl/ (3 x l0 12)

sec.=0.001 m = 1.0 rnm

C. If the length ofa laser optical component in a typical ALS system \\,as 632.g nm and
having an aperture of 10 cm. if you knou, thc Energy (li) generated per pulse ts 20 I Jt
the pulse repetition rarc (pRF) is l5 KHz. the pulse duration ofthe system is l0 ns.
L ALS height 

Lr marksl
2. What is the average power output? f5 marksl
3. Compute the area covcred by thc divcrging beam w.hen it reaches the tarret in a scan

mission of 3.0 mrad beam divcrgence.

Solution:

PRI= l5 kHz: 15.000 Hz
Elapsed time = I/PRI-= I/15,000 : 0.00006667 sec:66.67 llsec
ALS height (Travel & Back) = 300,000,000 m,/sec. x0.00006667 sec.=20,000 m
.: ALS hcight : 20,000 / 2 = 10,000 m

l5 nrarksl

E= P*ol . to ,

Pp"a (Peak Pou'er) : 5 (Energy pcr pulse) /to (l,ulse duration) : 20 p J ' l0 ns =0.000020 J
/0.00000001 sec:2000 watl. :2 K$.
P.**c. =E F = E(Energy per pulse) x
:0.000020 Jx 15,000 Hz :0.3 W

F I Pulse Reperirion Rare IpRf])

Tr (0/2R + d)

2
n (3.0mrad /20,000,000mm + 100mm)

= 0.02357 mz
2

QQ Ii0 m.rlksl (Answer Two items Only)

A. Explain and Compare between:
| l-i marksl

1. Timed Pulse Method and phase Comparison lVlethod

In airbornc laser scanning, radar measurement principles are applied, bccause high
range dynamics have to be covered. Thc most <jircct ranging measurcment ls
determining thc rinre,ot-flilhr ol a light pulse. i.e., by measuring'the traveling rrme
bct$een rhc emillcd anJ rcceivcd pul.e t.ec ligure 2.4;

:

f



FIGURE 2.3: T.
Accordins ro Figure 2 ;;"";;il;;,"*wav rangins setup'
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"t: " i ...(2.7)
Where
R is the tlisrancetetween lhc ranging unit and lhe objecr surlace
L. ls rne speed of ljght
As the signal travels the distance two times (see Figures 2.3 and 2..4),two-way,ranging. If the traveling tirne f1 is measured, the range cancomputed by

one talks of
be directly

.tL...(2.2)

t| --\
F+-.\---7+

2

FIGURE 2.4: Traveling time ranging (uppcr image
phase difference ranging)

f^
hN
pulse ranging, Iower imagc

The range resolution ArR is detemined by the obtainable time resolution At, ofme
traveling time measuring instrument and is given by

(
AR__.Lt1 ... (2.3)

It is also possible to determine the range, if the laser cmits light continuously. Such a
signal is called continuous wave (CW) signal_ However, ranging can only bc canied
oul, ifthe light has a deterministic intensity structurc. This meani that the intensity of
laser light is modulated. Assuming the laser light is intensity modulared ll.ith a
sinusoidal signal (Figure 2.4) which has the period I, the ratio traveling time r. ro
period f equals the ratio phase difference bet\r/een transmitted and received signal to
2tt:

'!=a ()al
T 2n '- '

Putting Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.2 the range for trlo-way ranging is given by
CTR=:.-.O...12.51zzft

As the period is the rcciprocal of the intensity modulation frequency f, R can be
calculated by

1C
R = G.i.0 ...12.6r

The ratio c/f is equivalent to the $?velength ,1 ofthe ranging signal, so that



n = ! .o ... rz.tt
4ft

Measuring the range by the phase differcnce the achievable range resolution AR is not
only dependcnt on the maximum phase resolution fbut also on wavelength l:

^R=+.aa...(z.B)In comparison to pulsed systems (Equation 2.3), Equation 2.8 makes clear that by
using CW signals one has an additional physical parameter that can be used to design
a system $ith a desired resolulion. 'lhis means, even if the phasc rcsolution is kept
constant. the rangc resolution can be improved by applying ranging signals $ith
shorter \lavelength.
This is not possible u'ith pulsed systems, bccause in Equation 2.3 the constant of
proportionality is the speed of Iight which cannot be varied. I'herefore CW signals are
applied ifvery high range resolutions are required.

2. Coherent and lncoherent light.

The emittcd light is said to bc INCOHERENT in time and space if
a. The light is composed ofmany ditl'erent wavelengths.
b. The light is emitted in random directions.
c. The light is emitted with diffcrent amplirudcs.
d. There is no phase conespondcnce betu,een any oflhe emitted photons

Properties of laser light:
a. Mono-chromaticity.
b. Cohcrence.
c. Beam divcrgcnce: All photons lravel in the same dircctionl the light is

contained in a very narrow pencil (almost COLLIMATED), laser liglrt is low in
divergencc (usually).

d. Fligh inadiance.
3. Differentiates between three types of static terresl al laser-scamers (Panonmrc

type scanners: Hybrid scanners; and Camera-type scanners).

The classification that has been adopted here is that u'hich dilGrentiates between rhree
types of static tenestrial or ground-based laser-scanncrs.
(i) panoramic-typescanners:
(iD Hybrid scanners; and
(iiD Camem-typescanners.

Hybnd

The classification oI tenestrial laser scanners based on their respective scanning
mechanisnrs and coverage.

Terreslnal laser sc?rnef



The panoramic-type scanners crury out distance and angular measurements in a
systematic pattem that gives a full 360'angular coverage within the horizontal
plane passing though the instrument's center and typically a minimum 1800
coverage in the vertical plane lying at right angles to the horizontal plane thus
giving hemispheric coverage. However a still greater vertical field-of-view (FOV)
of 2700 or more is not uncommon which means that a substantial coverage of the
ground lying below the instrument's horizontal plane can be achieved.
Indeed, the only gap or void in the coverage of a full sphere on a number of

instruments is that produced by the base of the scanner instrument and irs
supporting tripod. While this panoramic scanning pattern is very useful in the
context oftopographic mapping, it is even more desirable, indeed ofien obligatory,
in the measurement of complex industrial facilities, large quarries and opencast
mines and the facades of buildings within urban are as oreven indoors in largc
halls- churches. rcoms. etc.
The instruments falling within the second category of hybrid scanners are those
where the scaming action is unrestricted around one rotation axis usually the
horizontal scanning movement in the azimuth direction produced by a rotation of
the instrument around its vertical aris. Ho$ever, the vertical angular scan
movement in elevation around the horizontal a\is of the instrument is rest cted or
limited typically to 50'-60'. This reflects the situation thal is commonly
encountered in medium and long-range laser scanning canied out for topographic
mapping purposes where there is no requirement to measure objects overhead or at
steep angles, as will be needed within buildings.
The camela-type scanners that make up the third category carry out their distance
and angular measurements over a much more limited angular range and within a
quite specific FOV. Tlpical mighr be rhe sysremaric scanning oIthe surrounding
area oter an anAular field of ,10 40 in much the same manner as a
photogrammetric Jamera at least in terms of its angular coverage, though
obviously not in terms of the actual measurements that are being made and
recorded.

C.

B. Compute the area of footprint for Aerial laser scanning system flying altitude about 700

meters operating at a Green \a'avelength 532 nm, if you know the diameter of the lcns is

5.0,10r m. |5 marksl

Solution:

I
a = 2.44 .O

532
a=2.44 x = 2.59 mrod

5.0 x 10-4

d (diameter of Footprint) = R x o)

d (diameter of Footprint) = 700 m r (i#) r3o = 1.813 m

3.r4 x (1.813)'?

B.

Typical faser beam divergences 0.3 < 6 < 2.7 mrad

x 10-e



C. There are four main scanning mechanisms for Airbome Topographic laser scanners, each

with its o\lr distinctive ground measuring pattem can be distingLlished; Explain and

drawings these mechanisms? I i nrarlsl

Thcre are four main scanning mechanisms for Airbome l'opographic laser scanners,
each with its o&n distinctive ground measuring pattem can be distinguished, as follows:
l. Either a single minor or a pair ofoscillating plane mirrors is used in the systems

that have been constructed by the tuo largest commercial supplicrs ofairbome laser
scaffing systems Optech with its AL]M series and Leica Geosystems with its
Aeroscan and ALS scanners. The precise angle that the minor makes with the
direction ofthc vertical is measured continuously using an angular encoder. The use
ofthis type of bidirectional scanning mech:rnism results cither in a Z-shapcd (saw-
toothed) pattem or in a very similar sinusoidal pattem of points being measured on
the ground

(a) Saw-toothed pattern over the ground that is produced by the Optech ALTM
series of laser scanners; and
(b) Sinusoidal pattern produced by the Leica ALS laser scanners-in both cases,
using oscillating mirrors as the scanning mechanisms

2. An optical polygon that is continuously spinning in one direction providing a

unidirectional scanning motion is used in the various systems such as the
IclliteMapper. Toposys Harrier, iMAR... etc. that utilize the Riegl laser mnging
and scanning engine, besides the complete airborne laser scanning systems that are

supplied by the Riegl company. Similarly, the Tenapoint Company uses multi-
faceted polygons in the several ALTMS systems that it has constructed in-house to
lorm the basis of its early airbome laser scanning services. The use of this type of
scanning device results in a series of parallel lincs of measured points being
generated over thc ground- Thc constant rotational velocity of the optical polygon
means that there is no repetitive accelemtion or deceleration of the mirror. This
provides for high frequencies such as the 160 Hz reached by the Riegl LMS-Q560
laser scanner. In tum, this offers better control over the spacing of the LiDAR
points. The RASCAL airbome laset scanner constructed and operated by NASA
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also uses a polygon minor. Ilo\aever this does no1 spln

direction. Instead it oscillatcs in a unidirectional mode over a

nadir. Thus it falls into the prcvious catcgory.

continuously in one

range of +16 ftom the

Figure: Diagranr showing the unidirectional
rotaling optic|l polygon thNt forms the
scanning mechanism that is used in Riegl
laser scanning etrgines.

Figure: The rcsulting raster scanning
pattcrn that covcrs the ground.

L A nutating mirror producing an clliptical scan pattem thc so-called Palmer scan over

the ground is used in NASA's ATM and Airbomc Oceanographic Lidar (AOL)
series of scanncrs; in the SCaLARS s)stem of the lJnivcrsity ol Stutigarl; in thc

GeographiaSurvair systems; and in the latcr models in the TopFlye series ofairbomc
laser scanners. This produces a series of ovcrlapping elliptical scans over the

ground.
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Progressive
P.lmer q..11s

Figure : Diagram showing th€ clliptical
ground scanning patt€rn rnd coverage of
an airborne h\er scanning slstcm that is

utilizing progressive Palmer scans.

Figurc : LiDAR point distribution on the
ground of an airborne laser scanner using
progressive Palmer scans.
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4. A pair of linear fiber-optic ,mays is employed in the Falcon systems that have been
built and operated in-house by the TopoSys Company. A pair of tiltcd mrrrors
driven by a motor distributes and collects the puises bcing scnt to and from the
anays. The smaller size of the minor allows a higher scan rate to be implemented.
This arrangement resuls in a sedes ofscan lines that run parallel to thc flight line as

the measuring pattem. However, as will be sccn later, this basic pattem has been

modified somewhat in the later modcls in the series throu[h the use of an additional
swing mirror.

Figure: The optical and mechsnical
elem€nls of the Toposys FNlcon s€ries of
airborne laser scanners arc based on th€ aaterns rn
use oflinear fiber-ootic :rrruvs.

Figure: The resulting pattern of
mc|sured over thc ground by the
systcm is a scrics of lines parallel
fighr
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